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Prosthesis of the soul: body, text, object

The aim of this lecture-demonstration is to problematize the relation between body, text and object in performance. In performance practices, text is at the outset normally considered as something exterior to other scenic entities. Despite the contemporary tendencies to overcome all kind of dichotomies, binary oppositions and dualisms in our ways of thinking performance, the opposition between text and bodies, no matter if these are “living” organisms or “dead” object or props, seems to hold. As this lecture-demonstration tends to show, that dualism can be overcome, but it presumes that our usual ways of understanding of what bodies, objects are textual entities “are” have to change radically. The intermediary zone opened by performance is based on the subsistence of intermediary virtual entities to which we should from now on give a priority not only in artistic contexts but also beyond them. On this basis we may discover, among other things, that between object theatre, acting and reading there is no basic difference.
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